referring to a combinatorial simpliciul complex. i.e. a finite set K of finite sets obeying UEK.
H E a=-&K.
or to a topological or geometrical realization thereof. Likewise, depending on the context. the same letter 0 will stand for an abstract simplex. containing (X 4). Thus zcK is contained in some w*EK, i.e. K too is dimensionally homogcnous. Next. given any u"-'EK, t~~L~u"-*, choose a (a"-', w")EK+ containing (a"-', r). In order that this In-simplex of h', IX incident to two (2n+ I)-simplices of K, it is necessary that there be at least two other vertices in LKu"-'. On the other hand if LK;d"-' had more than n +3 clcmcnts. then 3 or more of these would be outside w", and so (n"-', w") would have valcncc bigger than 2. Finally. let LKu"-I have exactly n + 3 elements, and Ict w' bc any vertex of K. If wr is not in o"-*, then it must be in LKu"-': otherwise a ((T'-', cp")E K, containing (n"-', W) would have valcncc > 2. Thus K is a subcomplcx of rinCZ. the n-skeleton of the (2n + 2)_simplex rz"+ 2 formed by the Zn + 3 vertices of S&-'. Any two (3 + I tsimplices of (r,Z" + ' )* can be "joined" to each other via a sequence of (Zn + I )-simplices. each sharing a 'n-face with the preceding. Hence K, E (T:"+')* can be a pseudomanifold only if h', =(~f"+')* and so h'= T:"+'. We will prove this by induction on the cardinality of a"-'nB.
If a"-' is disjoint from 0". then 0" contains all but 2 of the vertices of L,a"-': otherwise (fl". a"-')EK* has valence ~2. Thus LKan-' \O"\i. consists of a single vertex ~ELma"-'.
and we are merely saying that a"-' .peK. Once again the proof will be by induction on the cardinality of a"-'no". If cr"-l is disjoint from (I", then (~I"-~\O")~(L~~"-l \f?") has n+2 elements, and so cannot be in K. Now for the inductive step. If possible assume that (a"-'\a").(L,a"-'\f~")~h' and choose any UEL~U"-'\fP' (such a 11 exists because L&'-' c 0" would yield L,a"-l~K). Case I. Ifthc dimension of(u"-'\fI")~(LK~"-l \fP ) is less than n. then we can augment it by a vertex w fo of the n-simplex u.rr"-'. So ~EQ"-~~II".
Now let r~P=u.(fl"\w)
be an nsimplex of K disjoint from w~(~"~'\II")~(L~~"~'\IJ")E~.
Since u#L,u"-' the inductive hupothcsis now pivcs us the dcsircd contradiction
WC USC the base exchange axiom (2.3.1) to lind a vcrtcx W#U in 0. 8-' such that
'\f~"\o).u~K. Also. bccausc of the same reason, wc can find an n-simplex @' = z+(ft"\w), z # u. which is disjoint from w.
(u"-'\On)~(LKun-'\fY'\u).
Rut this is possible only if z= u: othcrwisc (c(U"\w), (u"_'\U")(L,u"-1 \O"\n)) would have valcncc 3. Since an-l ncp" = (u"-' nU")\w. we can now use the inductive hypothesis to get the dcsircd contradiction (~"-'\cp")~(L&'-~ \cp") =w+r"-l\U")(Lmu"-'\U"\u)~K.
The required upper bound follows as an easy corollary: (2.6) ff CE L*u"-' lh f/w (murroidul) component C,, of 0 is conruined in S,u"-'. In particulur. if u " -' is incident to less thun n + 3 n-sirnplic~s, then C,, is u proper subset of V,.
If some vertex w, not lying in the closed star of u"-', wcrc connected to L' in AI,, then, by (2.4). we would have an <"-~EK such that ~.<"-*EK and w.<"-'~k'.
Applying(X) to u"-l and o.{"-l we see that (u"-~\~"-~).(L~~"-*\~"-'\~')$K, while applying (2.2) to u"-l, u?.t"-1, and u~L~u"-'\w~~"-~ wesee that (n"-l\~"-')~(Lnu"-'\~n-l\t~)~K.Thcsecond part follows by noting that, under the given hypothesis on u"-', a vertex w$SKun-' does indeed exist: otherwise any (a"-', fI")eK, would have valence < I.
We can now show that (2.7) An n-dimcnsionul simpliciul complex K. n 2 0, for which K, is a (Zn + l)-pseudoman$rld must he a join of some simplicial compleses of the type a,? 1, s 2 1.
We will USC induction on n. For n =0 we note that each zero dimensional simplex of K, has valence one less than the number of vertices in K. So ui is the only 0-dimensional complex for which K, is a I -pseudomanifold. 
thus c,~ measures the extent to which the homotopyj; fails to obey (1) for 0 < I c I.
From the definition of ~1~ just given it is easy to see that tjK = 0 ifl there exists a Z,-map K, -+ S'". (8)
For n # 2 this homotopy theoretical condition is known to be equivalent to a topological one: give an fiY: K + R'" having just one double point (x, JJ) which is contained in some pair of disjoint simplices of K". this follows by verifying (cf. also Griinbaum [3, 4] ) that the vertices u of a regular (2n + 2)-simplex of UP+* centred at the origin. and their antipodes I;; determine a convex (2n +2)-dimensional polytype whose boundary is combinatorially isomorphic to (a$+*),. (See Fig. 3 for the case n = 0.) The reducible case follows from this and the join formula (2.7.1).
(Flares had used his lemma K, zSZncl, and the recently established Borsuk-Ulam Theorem [I] to give an independent proof of the fact that there exists no Z,-map k', + S'", and so that k is non-embeddable in Rrn.) (I) The above theorem suggests that an n-dimensional simplicinl complex h'. n 2 1, dots not embed in R'" ifT a Kuratowski n-complex "occurs" (in some scnsc which WC hope to make precise elsewhere) in K.
However ( 
153, of [IS]
, are also embeddable in R'". (A di!Tcrent, but related, way of exhibiting an infinity of non-homcomorphic minimally non-embeddable spaces is given in Zaks [23] .) Thus, in higher dimensions. one cannot always expect the aforcmcntioned "occurrence" to be as a subspace. WC do not know whcthcr it must bc as a subspace module idcntifcations of the above kind. Another related question: arc the Kuratowski n-complcxcs the only ones which arc minimally non-embcddablc in R2" and for which each (n-I)-simplex has valcncc 2 3?
(2) In the definition of"critically non-embcddable" it is ncccssary to assume that (.K. _v) is in a pair of disjoint simplices: othcrwisc '1, = 0 for any g.p. map near tof;,,. and so, for n # 2, K embeds in R'". Note also that the argument given in (3.3) works with notions of "criticality" ci priori weaker than that given in $1; however we do not know whether (a)=(c) holds without any local continuity condition .whatsoever.
Let us say that a K". which does not embed in R 2n, is subcritically non-embeddable if, for each (x, y) lying in a disjoint pair of simplices. there exists a continuous mapf,,:
K + R'"
under which K has a unique simple self-intersection at (x. y). For n # 2. rhe deleted join K, of such a K must be a minimal (2n + l)-dimensional mod 2 cycle. The homogeneity of K * can be checked as before. The remaining conclusion follows by noting that there is a nonzero (3  + l)-dimensional minimal Z,-cycle Z, over coefficients Z,,, 1 
